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Still in the Game

Greetings Outdoor Mindset friends - I hope you all had a fabulous weekend!
Everyone always needs a bit of inspiration on Mondays, and I have just the story for you.
Today we have a guest blog from Outdoor Mindset Member Don, who is an avid lover of
the outdoors and the sport of hunting. Don also has debilitating Multiple Sclerosis.
Don's attitude, similar to that of Outdoor Mindset's, is that nothing is going to stop him
from doing what he loves, and he's broken down many barriers and hurdles to make
that happen. I love the title Don has given his blog - Still in the Game - because that's
exactly what he is... still in the game, and a major player at that! Don't ever forget that
you are ALL (neuro challenge or not!) always still in the game, and take strides to make sure
you are a major player, just like Don.

Still in the Game
It's been several years since I've put together my story so when I was asked by my new friends at
Outdoor Mindset to write something up for their blog, it took more serious thought than I
expected. I do my best pondering in the woods so I'll head out to a little strip of high ground
between our food plot and a pond. That's where I'll begin my tale.
As I absorbed the peace that is so often my companion when I'm in the outdoors, my thoughts
turned to the road I've traveled to get to this point in my life. A person never knows which way
the path will lead. We encounter many forks along the way, some of which lead to good stuff,
some bad. Either way we live, learn, and move forward. Sometimes the path is smooth but often
it's just plain rough and feels uphill all the way.

Finding out you have a serious illness makes
a pretty nasty bump in the road. Living with
the progression of that illness is rough.
When we are faced with something like that,
a person has two choices. We can either give
up and crawl under a rock or we can play the
hand we are dealt. I choose to play.
My struggle with a physical disability started
in 1996 when I was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis. My world was shaken. Suddenly my future was uncertain. I was 31 years old with a
growing family and a solid career path teaching and counseling that I truly enjoyed. Thinking
back, there really was no choice. It simply needed to be faced and that was that. My wife Leann
and I waged a silent battle against the disease for some reason not wanting to burden any family
or friends unless we absolutely needed to. That time came all too soon and by 2004, I could no
longer function well enough in my job and needed to go on disability. My mind was fine but I
was down to one usable leg and one arm. Combine that with dizziness and fatigue and I wasn't
doing my students much good anymore.

Going on disability felt like giving in but there were no other options. Thankfully I had some
time to prepare things so I could still be in the woods and not trapped in the house! Still… I
needed some serious soulsearching to find a new
direction. I began to help Steve,
a buddy of mine who worked
for Babe Winkelman
Productions. Babe helped me
get started with voicerecognition software and I
communicated with folks
calling in looking for
information about hunting and
fishing opportunities around
the world. I would put them in

touch with outfitters who could offer the services they were looking for. Interesting work and I
met lots of great people but I knew it wasn't the direction I was meant for.
I was visiting with Steve and he made an interesting suggestion. He said that since I was already
researching ways to stay in the woods or on the water maybe I should use my computer
knowledge and find a way to share that information with others. I asked him to tell me more and
he suggested I build a website to share some of my information. He said "you can't do things the
way you used to but what you do is a far cry from sitting on the couch watching hunting shows
and wishing"
At that time, information about the outdoors for someone with a disability was all but
impossible to find. My wife and I sat down together and figured out how to put the information I
had gathered for myself in a format that others could use. It wasn't long before we had a small
working website named afarcry.info with some basic tips and tricks I had found to be useful.
One thing led to another and the site grew almost faster than I could keep up. I'd research things
and talk with outfitters during the day and my wife would get home from work and we would
add them to the site. Soon it was all I could do to keep up with the calls and e-mails but I was
loving it. I had a direction and was doing some good!
Meanwhile, MS was taking its toll on my body. I kept losing ground and wasn't far from being
bedridden when the drug Tysabri became available. It was risky because the main side effect was
death but the alternative was spending the rest of
my life in bed. I couldn't do that as long as there
was any option at all. I took the chance and never
looked back. So far so good and it's been about six
years as I write this story.
As always, there are good days and bad days. I
always used to tell people that I would hunt as
long as I can pull the trigger. When that day came
and my hand could no longer squeeze hard
enough, it hit me hard. I came back to the house
feeling about as sorry for myself as was possible.
Imagine how pleased I was when I got my first sip
and puff trigger and could do it with my mouth!

It's been six seasons now in which I harvested my deer without lifting my hands from my
armrests.
That gives you an idea where I'm at. I am a quadriplegic so things are different than they were
when I was able bodied but I've become so much more than I ever was before. I can’t walk but I
can and do have a positive impact on so many people. I firmly believe the quote "that which does
not kill us only serves to make us stronger". What happened to me could happen to anybody.
Whether it be an accident, illness, or other catastrophe, the issue is not what happens to us but
what we do with it. If you are new to the game, come on in, and we'll make the most of life
together!
Don
Is that just the dose of inspiration you needed on a Monday? Now get out there, get involved,
and get cranking on something awesome.
Jill

